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Prolonged polygamy disputations inside Christianity still linger in the present day. While
the dust settles upon some other largely past disagreements in Christendom (like circumcision,
celibacy and divorce, as well as transitions to intermarriage, opening full gospel fellowship to the
Gentiles, and extending priesthood to all worthy males), plural marriage controversies (though
wished away by many) have yet to realize any complete conclusion. Past stands on these
practices had the support of generations who believed a particular application of them was
essential to salvation, was a purely permanent part of the gospel, or was a vital way of serving
God; yet many of their advocates have had to eventually relinquish their beliefs in order to
remain in good standing with the main body of their evolving church. The core principles of
equality and marriage are probably touched by all of these confusing creeds which have been
said to produce disunity within the past and present body of Christ’s Church, and within
Christian sects, because of a lack of scriptural information and clarity on these subjects.
Consequently, substantial questions about such “past” conflicts still surface in the present. The
following article provides an introductory update of the continuing struggle toward unanimity in
understanding the prospect of plural marriage among Christians, especially as it relates to the
history of LDS polygamy.
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SHOULD WE DEFEND OUR PAST POLYGAMY?
INTRODUCTION
At the March 1904 Smoot Hearings, President Joseph F. Smith testified under oath that a
very small minority of the Church ever entered our practice of polygamy. “All the rest of the
members of the church abstained from that principle and did not enter into it, and many
thousands of them never received it or believed it….and they are still members of the church…in
good-fellowship.”1 After over one hundred years since the Wilford Woodruff and Joseph F.
Smith Manifestos, and voluminous attempts to explain and defend LDS polygamy, has enough
information been gathered to satisfy serious questions peeking from the “silent majority” defined
above? Should we defend our past polygamy—despite the proven improprieties and dubieties of
the practice?
This presentation will offer an introduction to some reasons why growing numbers
believe we should be “defenders of the faith” without defending our past polygamy.2
Furthermore, it is hoped that opponents, proponents and the undecided will better understand the
issues and each other through ongoing dialogue in reanalyzing our ingrained tradition for
defending this long disputed practice. Some prolonged conflicts eventually lead to realizations
that warriors are not as much at enmity with each other as they are with reticence and the
unknown. The present Information Age floods us with opportunities which can broaden our
perspective and reward us with new understandings beyond, though sometimes contrary to, some
traditional or oversimplified explanations in LDS folklore.3
This brief overview will scan how the powerful influences of evolving information and
interpretation can define, redefine or even reverse revelation, how some problematic
characteristics of D&C 132 undermine polygamy’s authenticity, how “predisposing tendencies
within the new movement” attracted polygamy, how transitioning to the modern Church points to
the ultimate answer to this “Mormon question,” and how LDS scholarly contributions should
update our understandings.
INFORMATION
Following those Manifestos, exhaustive works (especially culminating in modern years)
unfold complex pieces to the puzzling practice of LDS polygamy.4 The current work of Richard
Lyman Bushman (“esteemed American cultural historian and a practicing Mormon,” professor of
History at Columbia University, and considered the preeminent scholar on Joseph Smith) may
carefully help us sympathize with our early polygamy, but it stops short of defending the
practice. Bushman acknowledges our predicament with our past polygamy: “Of all the events,
the resumption of plural marriage was the most disturbing.” And “Nothing Joseph had done put
the Church and his own reputation in greater jeopardy.”5 Furthermore, with his expertise in
understanding Joseph’s mind and surrounding history, when analyzing the principle Smith
exercised in his 27 August 1842 writings to explain his pursuit of the practice, Bushman
concludes in candor that Joseph employed a “terrifying answer” and an “unnerving principle.”6
These extensive works (noted above) manifest how cultural environment imposes
powerful influences upon the beliefs and understandings of men. It is not just Balaam who
incorporates his own will and the will of others in the attempt at divination. Neither the donkey
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nor the angel, neither the sword nor the first or subsequent answers from God blocked Balaam’s
own will and the influential mortal demands he was attempting to satisfy.7 Conflicts between
ultimate truth and cultural influences are repeatedly demonstrated throughout scripture. The
trinkets offered up by Israel, though their molten shaping came to possess the fingerprints of
Aaron, could be traced to no higher source than Egypt and the people themselves (“the Lord
plagued the people, because they made the calf, which Aaron made”).8 When the people desired
meat in the wilderness God and His Prophet Moses provided the cursing menu.9 When they
wanted a king, God “commanded” the Prophet Samuel to give them a king in His wrath.10 From
the Garden of Eden story in the first pages of Genesis (the tree of knowledge of good and evil)
through the Crucifixion, to Martin Harris’s lost manuscript (and beyond), God repeatedly
accommodates mortal pressures irrespective of right and wrong, good and evil. Both religious
and secular histories are far more saturated with evidences of God yielding to men than men
yielding to God—for God “suffered all nations to walk in their own ways.”11
I know that he [God] granteth unto men according to their desire, whether
it be unto death or unto life; yea, I know that he allotteth unto men, yea, decreeth
unto them decrees which are unalterable, according to their wills, whether they be
unto salvation or unto destruction.12
The cultural conditions of the early latter-day Church were so different than ours that one
LDS historian warns of our polygamy: “It is useless to judge nineteenth-century Mormons by
late twentieth-century standards. Both men and women were given an impossible task and failed
at it. All we can do today is sympathize with them in their tragedies and marvel at their heroism
as they suffered.”13 Even practitioners questioned the fingerprints of fashioning the practice in
their time, as did Apostle Amasa M. Lyman when he retrospectively reassessed (1866): “We
obeyed the best we knew how, and, no doubt, made many crooked paths in our ignorance.”14
But D&C 3:2 insists that “God doth not walk in crooked paths.”
One LDS scholar, who wrote “the first major biography” of Joseph Smith (since 1945),
explained how the present age celebrates lessons from both the positive and the negative
attributes of their heroes (unlike the prior age that categorized men as either “villains or heroes”).
Of Joseph Smith we can accept today what may be closer to fact than any
theory so far advanced—that, of everything said both for and against him, a great
deal on both sides was the truth…
Today scholars and students of Mormonism are probing controversial
aspects of church history. Mormons among them, while remaining faithful to the
church and its standards, are examining facts which their predecessors have
usually left in the background.15
The above author tells how Joseph Smith “believed that God was speaking to him
through his thoughts by putting ideas and words into his mind, thus giving him inspiration.”16
She cautions the student how “Such a belief was common in his day, before the nineteenthcentury studies of the subconscious”; that, even though Joseph knew “revelations sometimes
came from God, sometimes from Satan and sometimes from man,” the burden to differentiate
meant “mistakes might be recognized only later”; that in Joseph’s later life “there is evidence
that he had occasional painful doubts about polygamy”; and that early saints became
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disillusioned when facing these dilemmas, as did Ezra Booth who pled for understanding (in a
letter to Edward Partridge): “Have you not repeatedly proven to your satisfaction that he [Joseph
Smith] says he knows things to be so by the spirit when they are not so?”17 Added to these
complexities upon the institutionalization of the restoration was the unfortunate development that
“the later Utah Mormons often glorified polygamy beyond reality.”18 Thus the powers of
personalities and cultures leave openings for the parasite of misinformation.19
The accepted information of that earlier century included a lengthy list of notions which
the present generation resolves as being false.20 These included the belief that polygamy was
required for exaltation—a belief officially corrected by the modern Church.21 These notions not
only included zealous pursuits for unlimited new-found American freedoms, but profound
rejection for civil authority—typical of their times of revolt against worldly governments. Thus
civil marriage and divorce laws were unfortunately treated with contempt.22 This meant that not
only men came to have plural wives, but women such as Zina Huntington Jacobs Smith Young,
Elenore McLean Pratt, Marinda Nancy Johnson Hyde Smith and other women came to be
married to more than one living man at the same time.23 These notions included perceptions
peculiar to their day such as emphasized by George Q. Cannon in his 1869 General Conference
address where he stressed that “by allowing men to have more wives than one” we “prevented
the dreadful crime of prostitution,” “the evil…from their husbands during pregnancy and
lactation” and the error to “do himself violence.”24
When adding the inaccurate information (then believed to be accurate) to environmental
demands such as prolonged family separations (sometimes extending for years), to methods of
slow and underdeveloped travel and lengthy far-off missions for men called to leave their wives
and homes, the pressures mount for considering such a practice without the proven and
permanent answers of right and wrong. And remember, they were also operating under what
turned out to be the inaccurate belief that the second coming of Christ was at hand—likely in
their very own lifetime—that the mission of the Church needed completion within their
remaining mortal years.25 It is not the quality of implementation, their honesty, their earnestness
or their sincerity at question here, but some information used to choose polygamy.26 The
information they were operating with brought them to view fidelity as being more realistically
accomplished within polygamy than within monogamy—a view we can sympathize with in their
unique time, but a view which (even in their unique time) may not be convincingly
demonstrated. Ultimately, it eventually becomes apparent that without strange and temporary
misinformation and cultural conditions, polygamy would not remain viable in the LDS
institution (then or now).
INTERPRETATION
Fallen mortality is like a Petri dish where one grazing of the gel can incubate perception
to overgrow reality, and interpretation to outrun revelation. In other words, “When you change
the way you look at things, the things you look at change.”27 This carries through both physical
and spiritual realms. The Liahona (the physical symbol for spiritual revelation) not only had
changing pointers but words which were both “written and changed” according to the faith,
diligence and heed (wills, ways and characters) of those observing the instrument.28
Here again, scriptures repeatedly demonstrate this principle among the masses and the
prophets. Both Cain and Abraham had some misinterpretations on how to sacrifice to God.
Masses misinterpreted Noah’s ark, an entire empire misinterpreted the Tower of Babel reaching
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heaven, Moses misinterpreted how to judge all cases,29 Jonah misinterpreted his best option,
Aaron misinterpreted the significance of a golden calf, a prophet from Judah died because he
misinterpreted an angel’s message through a prophet from Beth-el,30 while walking on water
Peter exercised two interpretations of the waves, the prophet Jeremiah corrected the
misinterpretation of the prophet Hananiah,31 and Moses with Aaron misinterpreted the
seriousness of striking the rock rather than speaking to it.32 Adam and Eve, Samson, Saul,
David, Solomon, and the Jews who cried, “Crucify him,” all struggled with misinterpretation.
When Judas once betrayed, when Peter thrice denied, when natural distractions meant Lehi
“beheld not the filthiness of the water,”33 misinterpretations were releasing potential impacts
upon selves and others. Thankfully, Nephi proceeded to teach us how, by nature, the water
(coming from near the tree) eroded earth, became polluted and filthy, carved a great gulf,
drowned many, and had to be purified, restored, cleansed and redeemed.34 These examples are a
few of the innumerable footprints of God’s manifold works within fallen nature and human error.
Man continues to seek escape from impurities and misinterpretations.35
Some in the early Church interpreted Section 132 of the Doctrine and Covenants
substantially different than the modern Church does. For many decades the more recent prophets
have directed us to restructure our understandings. Under The Publication Committee of the
Church we are instructed that “celestial marriage” is “marriage for eternity,” not “plural
marriage,” and that “The new and everlasting covenant is the fullness of the Gospel” rather than
marriage (which is only part of it).36
For seventy years the Church Department of Education has pled: “It must be constantly
borne in mind that the doctrine of marriage for time and eternity, contained in Section 132 of the
Doctrine and Covenants, with all the blessings promised therein, does not necessarily involve
plural marriage.”37
And for over one-hundred years, James E. Talmage’s words have
announced that the pointer of the Liahona turned to an opposite direction:
But that plural marriage is a vital tenet of The Church is not true. What
the Latter-day Saints call celestial marriage is characteristic of The Church, and is
in very general practise; but of celestial marriage, plurality of wives was an
incident, never an essential. Yet the two have never been segregated in the
popular mind.38
Briefly addressing four problematic scriptural selections may help demonstrate how
interpretation becomes pivotal in our conclusions about polygamy.
● The popularized interpretation of Jacob 2:30 appears to have come from Orson Pratt
(not Joseph Smith or Brigham Young) as a way to scripturally defend our then existent practice
against opposition forces, rather than as a precursor for embarking the practice. This defensive
weapon (that this verse foretells a command for polygamy) became so rote that any other earlier
or legitimate interpretation can hardly be imagined.39 Readers see those words differently yet.40
● Verse one of Section 132 is not necessarily a revelation of facts, but a record of
Joseph’s (or Hyrum’s) earlier question.41 It has not been verified that Moses or Isaac ever had
more than one wife at the same time. In verses 8-14 the Lord seems to suggest better questions
needing to be asked—questions verse 66 warns might be unanswered. A careful study of all the
key words in verse one manifests that the question is presumptive (after the fact) and on the level
of why or how rather than if—regarding justification for past practice. The Lord’s questions are
primal (before the fact)—would He actually author (rather than merely justify) the practice in
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question? What would heaven receive, accept, appoint or ordain? There are vastly differing
interpretations available for verse one, determined again by the reader.
● D&C 132:61 is no more a license or invitation to have plural wives than governing
ancient conditions for having plural wives, for gathering sticks on the Sabbath, or for misconduct
meant such behaviors should be done.42
Other scriptures clearly condemn the desire for
multiple wives.43 And the stipulations offered by this verse were not well heeded by the early
Church. Reckless interpretations have been all too common with this verse.
● Verses 38-39 of Section 132 were unfortunately patterned after 1 Kings 3:1, 14; 11:4-6;
15:3, 5 before Joseph substantially altered them in his Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible.
Joseph may not have known in the early 1830s what he later came to understand about David
and Solomon disobeying God’s strict stipulations that they not have multiple wives.44
Ultimately, by retranslating the King James verses, Joseph substantially changed the meaning of
verses 38-39 from the implication that “in nothing did they sin…save in the case of Uriah” to the
concept that David’s and Solomon’s other sins could (in this life and through full repentance)
feasibly be forgiven except the serious murder against Uriah—that sin could not be forgiven in
this life.45 Some of those who continue to employ the old errant interpretation further wander
strange paths involving victimizations.46
Some in the early Church chose to align themselves with scholars who interpreted
biblical history to mean that polygamy was God’s form of marriage and monogamy was an
apostate, man-made perversion.47 Growing numbers of modern scholars take positions which
completely reverse that prior view.48
One preeminent scholar on Joseph Smith calls for us to place our own interpretations
under the microscope: “To safeguard his burdensome secret, Joseph publicly and repeatedly
denied he was advocating polygamy. In his mind, he wasn’t.”49 If “In his mind, he wasn’t,” we
are left to discern or imagine, in our minds, any authentic way that he was.
REVELATION
Some, in the effort to grapple with the stark contrast between beliefs of the present
Church as compared with the early latter-day Church (attempting to defend and harmonize both
positions on the subject of polygamy), negotiate by stressing that “monogamy is the rule and
polygamy is the exception”—seemingly denying that our early advocates for polygamy long
insisted on the very opposite.50 So this attempted explanation still represents a complete reversal
of understanding. Ultimately, we have to go through the arduous work to better understand the
imperfect, uncertain and vulnerable process of revelation. Brigham Young said:
I do not even believe that there is a single revelation, among the many
God has given to the Church, that is perfect in its fullness. The revelations of God
contain correct doctrine and principles so far as they go; but it is impossible for
the poor, weak, low, grovelling, sinful inhabitants of the earth to receive a
revelation from the Almighty in all its perfections.51
The first step to revelation (“you must study it out in your own mind”) is fraught with
potential error.52 God reveals to man through man, despite risks and results. Truths come in a
very mortal process of “line upon line,” here only a little, there only a little.53 Sometimes truth
can only be found through experimentation, trial and error, the “college of hard knocks,” etc.
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Some seemingly simple and obvious truths, like the earth being round, take multiple generations
to discover. Even then, because of things like personal interpretation and agency, advanced
modern society still includes The Flat Earth Society which insists, through religious biblical
“revelations,” that the earth is in fact flat after all.54
When President Spencer W. Kimball received a mere line of information extending
priesthood to all worthy males, past understandings in the LDS culture needed revamping. A
man who had once lost his voice to cancer was now leaving some Mormon folklore speechless.
Mortality consigns us to conditions where continuing revelation is far more vital than revelation.
The very nature of revelation requires us to pass through the painful process of discarding and
abandoning preceding interpretations or revelations.
D&C 132
The problematic details in Section 132 are best dealt with when remembering the
problematic details of how the Section came to be. Some acknowledge the imperfections and
disunity involved throughout the process of the Manifesto to end polygamy without delineating
the greater imperfections, disunity and tragedies involved in the entrance and keeping of the
practice.55 Some D&C 132 principles were known since 1831, but the Section was first written
in 1843 in a form and purpose to be taken by Hyrum (at Hyrum’s request) to Emma for
convincing her toward polygamy.56 Joseph and Hyrum both declared (1844) of D&C 132 that
“the order [was] in ancient days, having nothing to do with [t]he present times.”57 And Joseph
F. Smith avowed (1878): “it was not then [1843] designed to go forth to the church or to the
world.” Otherwise “it would have been presented in a somewhat different form.”58 On 29
August 1852, eight years after the martyrdom and many additional years after LDS polygamy
first started, Church members were belatedly invoked to offer common consent to canonize
Section 132 as scripture. Joseph Smith did not know this account or wording would end up in
the D&C to the Church or to the world. If he had lived to author it with that focus we would
probably have different wording.
Practicing polygamy was “illegal in every state to which the Saints had gathered.”59
Thus, polygamy was hidden and secretive, with too little documentation, reproof, correction or
timely instruction. It spread with secondhand information through word of mouth. The
stipulations governing the implementation of such a practice (D&C 132) were near unavailable
to practitioners (especially by today’s standards). The historical fact that God’s counsels were
not always heeded in this practice raises genuine sympathy, valid questions and honest criticism.
Although the scriptural words revealed and restored in these last days on the subject of plural
wives are brief, they clearly direct us away from polygamy rather than toward it—despite our
early history. LeGrand Richards (as an example of one) admitted that some wording in D&C
132 (especially referring to verse one and, by association, implicating verses 38 and 39) could
not be reconciled with wording in the Book of Mormon.60
Joseph proclaimed that when he first inquired about polygamy he was instructed that the
time to live this practice had not yet come (the reverse of which is now clouded in some
uncertainty and lingering questions rather than unquestioned authority and clarity), that he was to
make no “public announcement of it” (a step historians still declare never occurred by Joseph
himself), and that Joseph was not to “teach it as a doctrine of the gospel” (a restriction requiring
some contortion of history if one attempts to prove Joseph actually and officially did, and which
is further degraded if one adopts the supposition that God who “changes not” in fact reversed
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Himself on this instruction). And the answer to Joseph included an invitation to escape.
Tragically, most questions and answers came well after the practice began.61
When Larry King became surprised at the extent to which President Hinckley lacked
sympathy for Utah polygamy, King postulated: “You condemn it.” President Hinckley
responded: “I condemn it, yes, as a practice, because I think it is not doctrinal. It’s not legal.”62
Troubled fundamentalist listeners reacted: “For Hinckley to say that, he needs to make it an
official revelation and put it into the D&C.” “But,” the news report continued, “Latter-day Saint
church spokesman Dale Bills says that Section 132 of the D&C stands as is without added
scripture to negate, modify or change it in any way.”63 The change that needs to take place rests
in the eyes of the beholder. Many meanings of D&C 132 are yet being determined.
“PREDISPOSING TENDENCIES WITHIN THE NEW MOVEMENT”
Professional historian Leonard J. Arrington, who served as Church historian (1972-82),
insightfully elaborates:
In short, there were practical, sociological, and theological predisposing
tendencies within the new movement that required only a word from God, a
revelation, to initiate the practice of plural marriage.
When did the crucial authorizing revelation occur? Closely related is the
question of when and to what extent was plural marriage practiced during the
lifetime of Joseph Smith. There is no precise answer.64
This is a haunting warning, especially to those clinging to what is turning out to be the
weak link of Jacob 2:30. And respected scholars George Reynolds and Janne M. Sjodahl, in
reference to interpreting Jacob 2:30 to mean that God might “raise up seed” by commanding
polygamy, publish this admission: “This, we have reason to believe he did, though we find no
direct statement on the matter.”65
While our folklore has done well at magnifying how the initial reactions to the prospects
of polygamy brought resistance and horror from early saints, we have largely ignored the
“predisposing tendencies within the new movement…to initiate the practice of plural marriage.”
As Arrington declares, these include the vast areas of “practical, sociological and theological”
which can be touched upon but cannot be thoroughly addressed here.
Polygamy was not a novel idea in the early Church culture. One writer points out that
there were over “a hundred different religious communes…practicing some form of polygamy,”
many of which were starkly similar to Joseph Smith’s.66 And powerful notions and cultural
conditions peculiar to that age (also discussed earlier), added to their Old Testament
interpretations in favor of polygamy, served as magnets for the practice. Hyrum Smith, for
example, did an about-face in favor of polygamy after the death of his first wife and marriage to
his second. In his mind the opportunity to be sealed to both a deceased and a living wife was
seen as part of the new “polygamy” doctrine, even though this circumstance doesn’t even fit the
definition of polygamy.67
Joseph Smith picked up polygamy as a tool “for gauging and assuring loyalty.”68 Todd
Compton’s work manifests dynastic and convenience marriages motivated by temporary
conditions and pressures of Joseph’s time and calling. Through binding and linking himself to
many others, through marriages, he became a member of many desirable families in order to
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secure and impel various levels of loyalty, support and resources for the fledgling kingdom.69
Others joined in the fray by using polygamy for personal motives or as a battle-ax to defend
freedom of religion. It was admitted that “Mormon men married enough wives to keep them
from bothering unmarried women or the wives of other men”; it was hoped that the “honorable
resolution” of structured plurality would deter sexual promiscuity better than monogamy.70
Through journal records we have claims that some were told by Joseph that an angel
commanded him to enact plural marriage (1840, before temple endowments were revealed). Yet
during the same period of time, and also preserved in journal records, there are multiple claims
that Joseph approached several brethren for permission to take their wives for himself.
Supposing God may have directed him, the said brethren eventually and painfully surrendered to
Joseph’s directive whereupon they discovered that it was only a test, that God had required no
such thing, and that it was not to actually happen.71 Joseph may not have lived long enough to
assure anyone of the actual and final chapter of the supposed angel event. Was it actual or
another test? We do not know the angel’s identity, nor the scope and certainty of his message.72
A thorough familiarity with our early history raises the realization that some of their
beliefs and “doctrines” were justifiably much more experimental (pioneering) than soundly
established. We elevate, defend and perpetuate some of them more than the early Church ever
would if they were operating with the information that we now have. Similarly, we take many of
Joseph’s plural marriages more seriously than he did. While Joseph’s style often emphasized
Heaven’s involvement in many choices he made (such as with his marriage proposals to the
Partridge sisters), when difficulties arose or hopes failed, Joseph readily dismissed some events
and marriages as being far less significant than something Heaven dictated.73
TRANSITIONING TO THE MODERN CHURCH
Some are surprised at the suggestion that the transition to the modern Church’s
repudiation of polygamy began with Joseph Smith and Brigham Young. But historians show
“there is some evidence in the decade preceding his demise that Young may have been waning in
his support of polygamy as had Joseph Smith during the last year of his life”; and by 1871
“Young reversed his previously held position that polygamy was essential to reaching the highest
degree of heaven.”74 Earlier (1866) Brigham Young expressed a curious hint: “If it is wrong for
a man to have more than one wife at a time, the Lord will reveal it by and by, and he will put it
away that it will not be known in the Church. I did not ask Him for the revelation upon this
subject. When that revelation was first read to me by Joseph….it was my business to accept
it.”75 But Joseph Smith “made his most pointed denunciation of plural marriage” on 5 October
1843, as Willard Richards recorded in Smith’s personal journal: “instruction to try those who
were preaching teaching or [crossed out in the original: “practicing”] the doctrine of plurality of
wives on this Law. Joseph forbids it, and the practice thereof. –No man shall have but one
wife.”76 Historical records divulge that in 1866 Brigham Young conceded that “Joseph was
worn out with [polygamy]”; that Joseph’s niece, Mary Bailey, wrote that Joseph Smith “awoke
to a realization of the whole miserable affair [and]…tried to withdraw from and put down the
Evil into which he had fallen”; that in 1860 Isaac Sheen wrote similarly; that in 1853 former
Nauvoo stake president William Marks wrote the same sentiments, carefully delineating a
personal conversation which he had with Joseph just before the martyrdom where Joseph directs
Marks with a detailed plan to “rid the Church” of polygamy; that while these testimonies were
not adopted by Church leadership in the wake of the martyrdom, Joseph’s abrupt cessation of
contracting more marriages (also noted at superscript ninety-one) give credence to these
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claims.77 These witnesses are further strengthened by Emma’s insistence that Joseph “told her
that polygamy would be the ruin of the church”;78 and Hugh Herringshaw “heard Joseph tell the
12 that they must abandon polygamy and turned to Brigham Young and asked if he was willing
to do so….Joseph spoke upon the matter…denouncing the doctrine of polygamy. Brigham
replied that he and Taylor had determined what course they would pursue.”79 But Joseph and
Hyrum Smith published a 1 February 1844 letter which excommunicated Hyrum Brown for
“preaching polygamy and other false and corrupt doctrines”; and Hyrum Smith further published
a 15 March 1844 letter wherein he denied anew the doctrine and practice of polygamy, and
warned excommunication for those “teaching privately or publicly any such doctrine.”80 Within
a few months Joseph’s counselors would react to the martyrdom in fear that vengeance had come
from an angry God.81 Certainty was never settled, and more than Emma became convinced that
Joseph and others realized polygamy was not an essential part of the gospel. “Why should
Emma not question some of Joseph’s actions when he questioned them himself?”82
Even the Manifesto is understood much differently now when compared to common
interpretations within the early Church which inordinately resisted internal and cultural pressures
against polygamy. Today’s Church publishes, in the current Our Heritage manual which is to be
assimilated into every member’s gospel study: “God, not the United States Congress, brought
about the official discontinuance of plural marriage.”83 In 1894, soon after the Manifesto
announced the end of LDS polygamy, President Wilford Woodruff also halted the past practice
of “adoption” where (as also told in the current Priesthood and Relief Society lesson manual)
“we were then being adopted [sealed in Temples] to prophets and apostles” rather than to our
own parents.84 These are additional reminders of how revelation (and understanding revelation)
is a changing, evolving principle; we must know how to let go of it as well as hold on to it.
The complexity and uncertainty in interpreting LDS polygamy is verified by the fact that
beginning near 1939 Church Bulletin No. 223 required that children of polygamous upbringing
be denied baptism until they “repudiate the principle that gave them birth.”85 More recently (16
April 2001 First Presidency letter, in possession), contrary to prevailing trends of expanding
delegation to local leadership, the top hierarchy of the Church combats the ongoing ambiguity
still involved in our past practice of polygamy by retracting authority: “Adults who have
previously encouraged, taught, or been involved in the practice of plural marriage and who now
desire to be baptized into the Church must first receive clearance from the First Presidency.”
Other handbook instructions have long listed advocating plural marriage as being among those
forms of apostasy which require mandatory discipline. And the current Topical Guide under
“Marriage, Plural” directs the reader to “see also Apostasy of Individuals.” Such ecclesiastical
stands further confirm that polygamy has systemic and disabling influences against individuality,
family, religion, and society.
In perhaps the most quoted declaration by the modern Church for well beyond a decade
(“The Family: A Proclamation to the World”), the Church solemnly proclaims marriage
“between a man and a woman” as heavenly “ordained,” and “essential.”86 Elder L. Tom Perry
summoned in a recent general conference: “We should have learned by now that alternative
styles of family formations have not worked and never will work.”87 “The first step [in having a
joyful marriage] is to comprehend the doctrinal foundation for marriage,” Elder Russell M.
Nelson instructed in a current doctrinal exposition on marriage (2006). “The Lord declared that
marriage is the legal wedding of one man and one woman….D&C 49:15-16. Worldly trends to
define marriage in some other way would sadly serve to destroy the institution of marriage.
Such schemes are contrary to the plan of God.”88 When such declaratives continue to multiply
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and accentuate the foregoing material, at what point should one entirely release the grip from the
earlier position in order to solely grasp the latter?
LDS SCHOLARLY CONTRIBUTIONS
A growing number of scholarly LDS members are credibly addressing our history with
polygamy without necessarily defending it. Stanley S. Ivins (1891-1967) pursued over thirty
years of tenacious research on LDS polygamy which led to a vast collection of his works and this
substantial conclusion:
Although plurality of wives was taught as a tenet of the church, it was not
one of the fundamental principles of the Mormon faith, and its abandonment was
accomplished with less disturbance than that caused by its introduction….Left to
itself, undisturbed by pressure from without, the church would inevitably have
given up the practice of polygamy, perhaps even sooner than it did under
pressure. The experiment was not a satisfactory test of plurality of wives as a
social system.89
Ivins was the son of Anthony W. Ivins, a respected priesthood leader who served the
Church by overseeing eight LDS polygamous colonies in Mexico (1895) wherein he is believed
to have performed plural wife ceremonies, but who steadfastly refused to have plural wives
(becoming an Apostle [1907-1921] and Counselor to President Heber J. Grant [1921-1934]).
Stanley S. Ivins was in a position to become a key witness, not only because of the timing of his
life and his unquenchable interest in polygamy, but because he observed the zealous polygamy
practitioners as a son in a respected home where polygamy was regarded but emphatically
resisted—despite enormous pressures.
Other works of LDS historians also clearly demonstrate far greater complexities than the
notion that LDS polygamy was simply authored by Heaven.90 Todd Compton concludes that,
despite sincerity, good will, and intensely religious efforts, “Mormon polygamy was
characterized by a tragic ambiguity,” “was a social system that simply did not work in
nineteenth-century America” wherein plural “wives often experienced what was essentially acute
neglect,” and where “polygamy exacerbated financial problems.” “The more women a man
married, the greater the danger for serious problems in the family.” And “By an almost cruel
irony, the greater the number of women married, the greater the man’s exaltation, according to
nineteenth-century Mormon theology.” This historian also acknowledges the “notable
phenomenon” of Joseph uncharacteristically taking “no wives during the last eight months of his
life.”91 And in an interview with the media Compton further declares: “I do not think polygamy
is an eternal system that needed to be ‘restored’; it is rather a cultural artifact from Semitic
culture, resurrected by restorationist enthusiasm.”92
Another LDS author classifies our past polygamy among the “spectacular mistakes” and
“colossal errors” God allows of true prophets. He mourns that, “the polygamy story is quite
ugly.”93 Our history, unveiled by these modern scholars, joins the rest of the history of fallen
earth in giving foreboding warning that, over and over again, dispensation after dispensation,
pure knowledge may not happen frequently and thoroughly enough (even with true prophets) to
prevent serious cycles of setbacks. Although intention, heroism, nobility, sincerity, Puritanism,
and belief can merit deep respect, they do not necessarily equate with doctrinal truth.
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Even though it is said that Joseph Smith came to believe in “the theological necessity of
polygamy,”94 these modern scholars help us realize that we may not have substantiation as to the
accuracy or the actual meaning of that belief. The prophet Samuel came to realize “the
theological necessity” of a king form of government for Israel. The prophet Moses came to
realize “the theological necessity” of meat in the wilderness. Heaven realized “the theological
necessity” of obscurity rather than plainness.95 Scriptures realize “the theological necessity” of
the lesser law.96 Perhaps Joseph Smith’s initial intent was not as much for spreading the world’s
polygamy into the gospel as it was to answer a profound “necessity” for spreading the gospel
even to the world’s polygamists.97 Too much of the former simply may have unfolded in the
search for the later. But such “necessities” are not the ultimate mark, nor are they pure. They
are only temporarily “right” in the sense that Heaven yields to the individual and cultural will
and development of mortals for a correctional schoolmaster through agency and choice.98
CONCLUSION
Elder Jeffrey R. Holland’s warning, of a multigenerational problem with “a distressing
misconception” of God caused by “misreading” and “mistranslation” of the Bible, may have
profound application with the lengthy struggle to discern polygamy.99 LDS battles over this
issue are seemingly catapulted into a much larger, worldwide war involving the basic structure
and role of the family unit in society.100 It may be that our struggle over this “Mormon
question” is in fact becoming bigger rather than smaller. Perhaps this struggle really shouldn’t
be over yet. Perhaps it really is our question—a question we have yet to adequately answer.
Perhaps it is time that we redirect our complaints against the world, for perpetually holding
polygamy over our heads, to a realization that maybe (just maybe) they don’t entirely drop it
because we don’t entirely drop it.
The brief account of the prophet Habakkuk reminds us of the mysterious relationship
between Babylon (the world) and Israel (the covenant people).101 This is a recurring theme
throughout scriptural history, like Jeremiah 27 and 28 where the prophet Hananiah is corrected
by the prophet Jeremiah with the message that the Lord has purpose in placing a Babylonian
yoke upon Israel.102 Perhaps we are yoked to discover how to avoid uncontrolled government
and uncontrolled religion. Babylon chastens Israel while Israel serves and calls Babylon to
repentance. Unfortunately, both tend to doubt God’s hand in the other’s role.
When Joseph of old was sold into Egypt neither he nor his brothers initially saw the
Lord’s hand in the unfolding events, nor in the role of worldly Egypt saving starving Israel.
When the tables were turned, and Joseph invited Israel to move, the simple thundering message
from Egypt was painfully similar to Israel’s worn-out cry to Babylon: “regard not your stuff.”103
Sometimes Israel gets so caught up in pointing out the sins of Babylon that we cannot see our
own. Whether we are like Jacob’s Rachel who stole away her father’s images, or like their son
Joseph who planted the cup in Benjamin’s sack, the question of who put the idol in our sack may
not be as important as the question of who is courageous and humble enough to relinquish it.104
As we scan the full panoramic view and carefully gather the best and most thorough
information we can, as we exercise the wisest interpretations with a focus on continuing
revelation, we can better discern this mysterious practice of polygamy. As full information is
assimilated and defensiveness sufficiently subsides, interpretations are aptly altered, sobering
lessons are likely learned, and our grip on this largely inadvertent practice may finally be
released. When we genuinely review the problematic characteristics of Section 132 and the
“predisposing tendencies within the new movement,” we are reminded how there is nothing we
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more vigorously pursue doing than what we are told we cannot do; scholars are probably correct
in concluding that the demise of our polygamy would have been much more thorough and swift
had Babylon not fought us on this issue. If we navigate ourselves by using an accurate compass
in measuring the modern Church and the vast scholarly contributions made available, the
likelihood arises that the restoration, the Church, the kingdom of Zion and the ultimate truth
would be better defended if we would not defend our past polygamy.
Futuristically, despite continuing controversy, there are prevalent indications that (outside
modern trends for individual license) the pendulum is swinging away from polygamy’s
justifiability. Our defensiveness for our past may need to yield to higher purposes of credibility,
and integrity—what might be determined as being the ultimate truth (despite past beliefs).
National and worldwide testimonials, spanning the past and the present, affirm the failures
endemic in polygamy irrespective of nationality or religiosity. Jan Shipps, renowned for her
expertise in Mormon history, writes:
But now that these plural relationships once sanctified by the church have
been tied to the victimization of women and children and possible abuse of
government resources, continuing tolerance of the practice in the Mormon culture
region will probably be less acceptable than it has been in the past half-century.105
At the conclusion of Utah’s polygamy trial against Tom Green, Juab County Attorney
David O. Leavitt (an LDS member) was disappointed at the leniency, yet encouraged. His
assessment is applicable far beyond Utah, and entirely congruous with this review. “People in
the state of Utah,” Leavitt announced regrettably, “simply do not understand, and have not
understood for fifty years, the devastating effect that the practice of polygamy has on young girls
in our society.” Then he turned to point to a more hopeful future, in the same direction to which
the preponderance of the evidence or continuing revelation points: “The ball is rolling. Time
will demonstrate that this society will understand that the practice of polygamy is abusive to
children, is abusive to women, is abusive to society.”106
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